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1. ABSTRACT 
 

The apical junctional complex (AJC), 
encompassing the tight junction (TJ) and adherens junction 
(AJ) plays a vital role in regulating epithelial cell 
differentiation and barrier function of simple epithelia. 
Both AJ and TJ are comprised of multiprotein complexes 
consisting of transmembrane proteins, which interact with 
the underlying cytoskeleton via cytoplasmic scaffold 
proteins. These interactions are tightly controlled by a 
number of signaling proteins that are critical for the 
regulation of the AJC function. Among these signaling 
molecules Rho family of small GTPases have been 
demonstrated to regulate the AJC function in diverse 
physiological and pathological states. In this review we will 
focus on experimental data addressing the role of Rho 
GTPase family members, Rho, Rac and Cdc42 in the 
regulation of epithelial AJC, and analyze Rho GTPase-
mediated signaling pathways that control maintenance, 
disassembly and assembly of the AJC in epithelial cells. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. INTRODUCTION 

 
A critical function of epithelia is to form a 

barrier that separates tissue compartments from the external 
environment. Simple epithelium, such as found in the 
gastrointestinal and respiratory tract, represents a single 
layer of polarized columnar cells joined together by a series 
of intercellular junctions that include the apical junctional 
complex (AJC) and desmosomes (1, 2). The AJC represents 
a highly dynamic structure that plays a vital role in 
establishing/maintaining epithelial polarity and barrier 
function (3). The AJC is assembled, maintained and 
disassembled in diverse physiological and pathological 
conditions (4, 5). In fact, the AJC is currently regarded as 
an integration center for intracellular signaling in epithelial 
cells, which regulates and is regulated by a variety of 
signaling molecules (6-8). Although a significant progress 
in understanding AJC regulation has been achieved over 
the past years, many of the signaling cascades implicated in 
its regulation are not fully understood. Signaling pathways 
that are controlled by Rho family small GTPases (Rho, Rac 
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and Cdc42) stand out as the most studied and most 
universal in context of the AJC regulation. In this review 
we will focus on the role of Rho family small GTPases in 
the regulation of epithelial AJC by analyzing Rho GTPase-
mediated signaling pathways that control assembly, 
integrity and disassembly of the AJC.  

 
3. EPITHELIAL APICAL JUNCTIONAL COMPLEX 

 
The epithelial AJC resides in the apical region of the 

lateral membrane, and is comprised of two morphologically 
distinct intercellular junctions referred to as the tight 
junction (TJ) (9) and adherens junction (AJ) (10). Most 
apically located TJs are visualized by freeze-fracture 
electron microscopy as a network of anastomosing strands. 
TJs are responsible for both gate and fence function of the 
epithelial monolayer, regulating selective permeability of 
the monolayer to ions and small molecules and preventing 
the diffusion of lipids and proteins between apical and 
basolateral membranes respectively (3). AJs, located 
immediately subjacent to the TJ, form a mechanical link 
between adjacent cells, providing the adhesiveness and 
mechanical strength, and stabilizing the cohesiveness of 
cell-cell contacts (11). 

 
Both TJs and AJs have a common structural 

organization consisting of transmembrane proteins 
affiliated with cytoplasmic scaffolding proteins. While the 
transmembrane proteins mediate cell-cell adhesion and 
intercellular seal, cytoplasmic plaque proteins are involved 
in clustering and stabilization of transmembrane proteins, 
and in the recruitment of signaling molecules to the sites of 
intercellular contact. Multiprotein complexes of the TJ 
include transmembrane proteins, occludin, claudin family 
of proteins, members of the Immunoglobulin superfamily 
(Junctional adhesion molecule (JAM)-A and coxsackie 

adenovirus receptor (CAR)) and cytoplasmic plaque 
proteins, zonula occludens (ZO) and membrane-associated 
guanylyl kinase inverted (MAGI) family proteins, cingulin, 
partitioning-defective proteins (PAR) 3 and 6; PALS-1 
(protein associated with Lin-7), PALS-1-associated tight 
junction (PATJ) protein, and the multi-PDZ domain protein 
(MUPP)-1 (3, 9, 12). AJ is comprised of key 
transmembrane proteins, E-cadherin (10) and nectin family 
proteins (13), which form Ca++-dependant and Ca++-
independent adhesions respectively. Catenin family 
proteins encompassing α-, β-, and p120 catenins represent 
the AJ cytoplasmic plaque proteins (10). In addition, 
numerous signaling proteins including kinases, 
phosphatases and GTPases have been identified in the 
protein complexes that constitute the AJC (6). 

 
Both TJs and AJs are intimately linked to 

underlying microfilaments organized in a perijunctional 
belt-like structure consisting of antiparallel actin filaments 
associated with conventional myosin II. The connection 
between the AJC and perijunctional acto-myosin ring is 
mediated by AJC cytoplasmic plaque proteins, several of 
which are known to interact with actin and myosin both 
directly and via a variety of actin-binding proteins (9, 14-
16). The association of the AJC with underlying 
cytoskeletal elements is critical for the stabilization of AJC, 

and is believed to be important for their regulation (16-18). 
Given the important role of the cytoskeleton in the 
regulation of epithelial AJC, it is not surprising that a 
number of molecules known to control actin dynamics, 
such as Rho family small GTPases (19), have also been 
implicated in the regulation of AJC (20-22).  

 
4. RHO FAMILY SMALL GTPASES 

 
The Rho family proteins belong to Ras 

superfamily of small GTPases, and are defined by the 
presence of the so-called Rho-like insert in their GTPase 
domain (23). Although 22 genes encoding at least 25 Rho 
family GTPases have been described in mammals (24, 25), the 
term ‘Rho family GTPases’ commonly refers to the three 
‘classical’ family members, Rho (A), Rac (1) and Cdc42.  

 
Similar to other Ras proteins, Rho family small 

GTPases function as molecular switches. They cycle 
between inactive GDP-bound and active GTP-bound forms 
(26). GDP-GTP transition of Rho GTPases is regulated by 
a variety of upstream signaling molecules, including 
guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), GTPase 
activating proteins (GAPs) and guanine nucleotide 
dissociation inhibitors (GDI). GEFs catalyze the exchange 
of GDP for GTP, and thus activate Rho proteins. GAPs 
increase GTPase activity of Rho proteins, and therefore 
cause their transition into the inactive GDP-bound form. 
Finally, guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) 
maintain Rho family proteins in the inactive GDP-bound 
state (27-29).  

 
Approximately one percent of the human 

genome encodes proteins that either regulate, or are 
regulated by a direct interaction with the members of the 
Rho family GTPases (30). Rho GTPases are known to 
induce a variety of cellular responses, namely microtubule 
dynamics, gene transcription, cell cycle progression and 
cytokinesis, vesicular transport, etc. through the regulation 
of multiple signaling pathways in various organisms and 
cell types (19, 28, 30, 31). However, the best-studied 
function of Rho GTPases is the regulation of actin 
dynamics. Indeed, in fibroblasts Rho has been linked to the 
assembly of stress fibers and focal adhesions (32). Rac has 
been implicated in the formation of lamellipodia and 
membrane ruffles (33), and Cdc42 has been shown to 
induce filopodia and microspikes ((34, 35), reviewed in 
(19)).  

 
More than a decade ago Rho GTPases were also 

implicated in the regulation of epithelial AJC (20, 22). 
Below we will discuss the basic molecular mechanisms 
controlling assembly, maintenance and disassembly of 
epithelial AJC, and analyze the involvement of Rho family 
GTPases in each of these processes.  

 
5. ROLE OF RHO GTPASES IN THE 
MAINTENANCE OF EPITHELIAL AJC 

 
5.1. Maintenance of apical junctions 

The mature AJC is a highly dynamic structure, 
undergoing constant remodeling (36, 37). In confluent 
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epithelial monolayers the integrity and normal functioning 
of the AJC relies on the tight control of the underlying 
cytoskeleton. Actin filaments are not stable, but undergo 
dynamic reorganizations at cell-cell contacts, and both 
disassembly of actin filaments (38, 39) and sequestration of 
G-actin (40) have a detrimental effect on the AJC integrity. 
Interestingly, acto-myosin contractility appears to play a 
less dramatic role in the stabilization of mature AJC. 
Indeed, pharmacological inhibition of myosin II resulted in 
only a moderate redistribution of E-cadherin from cell-cell 
contacts (41), and selective down-regulation of each of 
myosin II isoforms did not influence the AJC integrity (42). 

 
5.2. Rho 

The synergism between Rho activity and AJC 
function has been previously shown in series of early 
experiments, in which the inhibition of Rho either by C3 
transferase, or overexpression of dominant-negative Rho 
resulted in the disassembly of TJs and AJs in various 
epithelial cell lines (20, 43, 44). Importantly, in the cells 
with down-regulated Rho function, the disruption of TJs 
correlated with the disassembly of the perijunctional F-
actin ring, while the expression of a constitutively-active 
Rho had the opposite effect on the actin cytoskeleton, that 
included thickening of the perijunctional F-actin ring and 
aggregation of the elongated stress fibers at the basal 
membrane (20, 45). A detailed temporal analysis of the 
interplay between actin reorganization and AJC 
disassembly in C3-microinjected cells revealed that the 
earliest effect of C3 transferase microinjection in MDCK 
cells (15 min after microinjection) was the disappearance of 
stress fibers. However, no significant changes in E-
cadherin and ZO-1 were observed even at 30 min after 
microinjection. Only at later time points (1h 
postmicroinjection) perijunctional F-actin appeared to be 
disorganized, and that disorganization was accompanied by 
the disruption of both TJs and AJs (46). These experiments 
suggest that basal Rho activity is required for normal 
functioning of both AJs and TJs, and the actin cytoskeleton 
acts as an intermediary between Rho and AJC. Another 
possible conclusion is that Rho-mediated regulation of 
basal stress fibers is not critical for the maintenance of AJC 
in epithelial cells.  

 
The regulation of the actin cytoskeleton in 

mature AJC by Rho might be achieved via two 
interconnected mechanisms: the control of actin 
polymerization, and regulation of acto-myosin contractility. 
Indeed, Rho itself (47) and its two downstream effectors, 
diaphanous-related formins (Dia) (48) and Rho-associated 
kinase (ROCK) (49), involved in actin remodeling and 
acto-myosin contractility respectively, have been shown to 
localize at TJs and perijunctional acto-myosin ring. 
Interestingly, ROCK-mediated acto-myosin contractility 
appears to be important, but not critical for the integrity of 
epithelial junctions, as pharmacological inhibition of 
ROCK induced reorganization of apical F-actin and 
abrogated the barrier function of epithelial monolayers 
(49), but did not alter the distribution or detergent solubility 
of AJ (50) or TJ (49) proteins. In contrast, Dia-mediated 
actin polymerization downstream of Rho is critical for the 
maintenance of at least the adherence junctions. The 

expression of a dominant-negative mutant of Dia1 
disrupted AJs in a fashion similar to a dominant-negative 
Rho, and overexpression of constitutively-active Dia1 
rescued AJs in dominant-negative Rho-expressing cells 
(50). 

 
The basal level of Rho activity appears to be 

maintained by both positive and negative upstream 
signaling. Abelson (Abl) non-receptor tyrosine kinase 
inhibits Rho activity, and this inhibition is critical for 
preserving the integrity of apical junctions. Indeed, the 
inhibition of Abl leads to the activation of Rho and 
subsequent ROCK-mediated phosphorylation of the 
regulatory myosin light chain (RMLC). These events 
induce increased acto-myosin contractility, resulting in 
the disruption of AJs (51). Similarly, increased Rho 
activation by overexpressing its constitutively-active 
mutants is known to disrupt epithelial AJCs (22, 45, 50). 
An important candidate for positive regulation of Rho 
activity is the Rho-specific guanidine exchange factor 
GEF-H1, which associates with TJs in epithelial cells 
(47, 52). Inhibition of GEF-H1 has been shown to 
increase paracellular permeability across MDCK 
epithelial cells, although it did not affect the AJ/TJ 
morphology (52), suggesting a redundancy of Rho-
activating signals in the regulation of AJC integrity.  
 
5.3. Rac 

Although little is known regarding how Rac 
regulates stable AJCs, its role in maintaining the integrity 
of epithelial apical junctions is supported by the fact that 
both constitutively-active (22, 45) and dominant negative 
(45, 46) mutants of Rac induce the disruption of the AJC. 
The above observations suggest that a defined basal level 
of Rac activity is required for the proper maintenance of 
epithelial AJCs. 
 

Rac inhibition studies support an intermediary 
role of the cytoskeleton in the regulation of AJC by Rac. 
Indeed, the overexpression of a dominant-negative 
mutant of Rac induced the disassembly of perijunctional 
F-actin ring and subsequently decreased the association 
of AJs with the actin cytoskeleton. Conversely, the 
overexpression of constitutively-active Rac mediated the 
thickening of the perijunctional F-actin ring (45, 46). 
Interestingly, TJs are not dramatically affected by the 
overexpression of dominant-negative Rac (22, 45), 
suggesting a differential sensitivity of mature AJs and 
TJs to Rac-mediated signaling. This hypothesis is 
further supported by the observation that Rac co-
localizes with E-cadherin at AJs, but does not co-
localize with the TJ protein, ZO-1 (53). 

 
In addition to controlling actin turnover at apical 

junctions, Rac has been implicated in the regulation of AJs 
via its interaction with Rac/Cdc42 GAP, IQGAP. IQGAP 
(54) is an actin-interacting protein, localized at AJs (55), 
which directly binds to β-catenin, and thus mediates the 
dissociation of α-catenin from cadherin-catenin complexes 
(55, 56). Active Rac1 has been shown to inhibit IQGAP/β-
catenin interaction, and therefore preserve the cadherin-
catenin complex, thus stabilizing AJs (56).  
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Rac-specific GEF Tiam1 is thought to be 
necessary and sufficient to promote the activation of Rac 
required for the proper maintenance of AJCs. Indeed, both 
Rac (53) and Tiam1 (57, 58) are localized at AJs, and 
siRNA-mediated knock-down of Tiam1 results in the 
disassembly of cadherin-based intercellular adhesions and 
loss of the epithelial phenotype (59, 60). 
 
5.4. Cdc42 

Although Cdc42 is also present in mature apical 
junctions ( (61) and our unpublished observations), its 
activity appears to play a less important role in the 
maintenance of AJCs when compared to that of Rho and 
Rac. Indeed, the overexpression of a dominant-negative 
mutant of Cdc42 does not influence the structure of mature 
AJs (62) and TJs (46, 63, 64). This correlates with the fact 
that dominant-negative Cdc42 does not dramatically alter 
the distribution of perijunctional F-actin filaments (62, 63). 
However, one study has implicated Cdc42-mediated 
signaling in the regulation of the tension of the 
perijunctional F-actin belt. Otani et al. recently reported 
that the depletion of Cdc42-specific GEF Tuba resulted in 
the reduction of lateral F-actin fibers. That was associated 
with the reduced lateral localization of E-cadherin, 
although its apical localization was not affected. 
Furthermore, the above alterations correlated with 
significant changes in the junctional morphology. Cell-cell 
boundaries appeared to be less strained, indicating that the 
apical junctions had acquired reduced tension. Importantly, 
the depletion of Tuba did not affect myosin distribution or 
its activity, suggesting that the reduced junctional tension 
was mediated by the effect of Tuba on the dynamics of the 
perijunctional actin, rather than the acto-myosin 
contractility (61).  
 
6. ROLE OF RHO FAMILY GTPASES IN THE 
DISASSEMBLY OF AJC 
 
6.1. Disassembly of apical junctions 

The disassembly of epithelial apical junctions plays 
an important role in both the development and life cycle of 
multicellular organisms. The orchestrated disassembly of the 
AJC is observed in different physiological and pathological 
circumstances, such as embryonic morphogenesis (65, 66), 
spermatogenesis (67), tissue remodeling (65), epithelial-
mesenchymal transition (68), leukocyte transmigration (69, 
70), and bacterial and viral infections (71, 72). These scenarios 
suggest that diverse stimuli can induce AJC disassembly by a 
variety of signaling pathways (4, 6, 73).  

 
Two different mechanisms have been implicated 

in the disruption of the epithelial AJCs. One involves 
endocytosis of AJ/TJ proteins ( (73, 74), reviewed in (75)), 
while the other employs the reorganization of the acto-
myosin cytoskeleton ( (76, 77), reviewed in (17)). Although 
the relationships between these mechanisms remain poorly 
understood, actin dynamics appears to be critical for 
mediating the AJC disassembly in both processes (73, 75). 
Given that and the important role of Rho family GTPases in 
the regulation of the actin cytoskeleton, it is no surprise that 
many scenarios of AJC disassembly involve cytoskeleton 
reorganizations and Rho GTPases signaling.  

6.2. Rho 
Rho activity has been implicated in the 

regulation of the epithelial AJC disassembly induced by 
different physiological and non-physiological stimuli, such 
as proinflammatory cytokines (78) and chelation of 
extracellular calcium (47). Interestingly, despite the 
difference in basic mechanisms of the AJC disassembly in 
these two model systems, they are regulated by analogous 
Rho-mediated signaling cascades. Indeed, both IFN-γ 
induced macropinocytosis of TJ transmembrane proteins ( 
(78), reviewed in (79)) and the disruption of AJC in 
calcium-depleted cells (47) are mediated by the acto-
myosin contraction. Such contractility is induced by 
hyperphosphorylation of RMLC by ROCK, which is a 
downstream effector of Rho. The disassembly of apical 
junctions in both model systems was accompanied by the 
activation of Rho and phosphorylation of RMLC, and 
effectively prevented by the inhibition of myosin II and 
ROCK (47, 76, 78). Moreover, although the involvement of 
Rho signaling has not been demonstrated directly, 
increased acto-myosin contractility mediated by activation 
of myosin II has been shown to regulate the AJC 
disassembly induced by other stimuli, such as histamine 
(80), enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (81), and activation 
of Na+/glucose co-transport (82).  

 
Interestingly, down-regulation of acto-myosin 

contractility via Rho-mediated signaling appears to be 
critical for mediating the AJC disassembly during ATP and 
GTP depletion in a model of the ischemic injury. Indeed, 
the depletion of ATP/GTP induced a time-dependent 
decrease in Rho activity in renal epithelial cells (83). This 
correlates with a decrease in the levels of RMLC 
phosphorylation, resulting in the dissociation of myosin 
molecules from acto-myosin complexes (84). The above 
data are in a good agreement with the observation that 
further inhibition of Rho results in a more extensive loss of 
TJ components from epithelial junctions, and the 
expression of activated Rho protects TJs from the 
disassembly in ATP/GTP-depleted cells (44). 

 
GEF-H1 has recently been implicated in the 

regulation of Rho during the disassembly of the AJC in 
calcium-depleted cells (47). Together with Rho and ROCK, 
GEF-H1 translocated from TJs to contractile acto-myosin 
rings upon the depletion of extracellular calcium, and 
inhibition of GEF-H1, Rho and ROCK effectively 
prevented the AJC disassembly (47). These results point to 
an important role of GEF-H1 in mediating Rho/ROCK-
induced disassembly of epithelial AJCs. 
 
6.3. Rac 

Rac has long been implicated in the regulation of 
AJ disruption during the growth factor-induced scattering 
of epithelial cells (85). Indeed, Rac has been shown to 
mediate both lamellipodial extensions (86), and induce the 
disruption of AJs in the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)-
stimulated cells (85). However the interplay between these 
two events has not been directly analyzed. Further studies 
identified PI3 kinase (85) and MEK/ERK (87) as upstream 
activators of Rac. Pharmacological inhibition of these kinases 
prevented Rac-mediated AJ disassembly. Remarkably, in those 
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experiments Rac activity induced selective disassembly of AJs 
only, while the TJs were not affected, suggesting that the 
disruption of TJs is regulated by a Rac-independent signaling 
pathway (85).  
 

Interestingly, in some experimental systems, Rac 
activation has been demonstrated to protect E-cadherin-
mediated adhesions, and prevent HGF-induced cell scattering 
(58). Additionally, the overexpression of either Tiam1 or Rac 
induced the reversion of the fibroblast phenotype toward the 
epithelial phenotype, and restored cell-cell adhesion in Ras-
transformed cells (58). Such an effect might be mediated by 
the ability of Rac to stabilize E-cadherin adhesions similar to 
that observed during the formation of E-cadherin contacts, i.e. 
by inducing polymerization of actin at cell-cell contact sites 
(see below). This idea is further supported by the observation 
that the cells overexpressing either Tiam1 or Rac had increased 
polymerization of actin at AJs, and the inhibition of E-cadherin 
adhesive function resulted in cell scattering, even when the 
cells overexpressed constitutively-active Tiam1 (58). 
Similarly, the overexpression of constitutively-active Rac has 
been shown to protect AJs during ATP/GTP depletion (88). 
The fact that the protective effect of Rac was limited to AJs 
(88), whereas the protective effect of Rho was TJ-specific (44), 
suggests that the same stimulus can differentially influence AJs 
and TJs by regulating different GTPases. 
 
6.4. Cdc42 

Unlike Rho and Rac, the role of Cdc42 in the 
regulation of junctional disassembly is much less 
understood. The activation of Cdc42 has been observed 
during epithelial to mesenchymal transition in different 
epithelial cell lines (89, 90). However the role of Cdc42 in 
mediating the disruption of AJCs has not been shown. The 
overexpression of constitutively-active Cdc42 is known to 
induce a fibroblast-like morphology of epithelial cells with 
subsequent disruption of E-cadherin-based AJs (64, 91), 
although the physiological significance of this effect is not 
clear.  

 
Recently Cdc42 has been implicated in the 

regulation of E-cadherin degradation following the 
disruption of E-cadherin adhesions. The loss of cadherin-
based adhesions induced by the depletion of extracellular 
calcium was accompanied by the activation of Cdc42 and 
subsequent EGFR-dependent activation of Src downstream 
of Cdc42. Tyrosine-phosphorylation of E-cadherin by Src 
resulted in its ubiquitination and lysosomal degradation 
(91). This mechanism may play an important role in the 
disassembly of AJs following the disruption of initial cell-
cell contacts by preventing the recycling of internalized E-
cadherin back to apical junctions. 
 
7. ROLE OF RHO FAMILY PROTEINS IN 
ASSEMBLY OF APICAL JUNCTIONS 
 
7.1. Assembly of AJC 

The formation of AJCs is a critical event in the 
generation of an epithelial phenotype. Orchestrated 
assembly of the AJC can be observed during epithelial 
morphogenesis (5, 92), mesenchymal to epithelial transition 
(5, 93) and repair of epithelial damage (94). Assembly of 

the AJC is a multistep process. The initial step is the 
formation of Ca++-dependant homophilic (trans) cadherin 
adhesions following physical contact of the membranes 
between neighboring cells. This initial interaction promotes 
cadherin clustering at cell-cell contact sites, and leads to the 
recruitment of actin filaments to the cadherin-based 
adhesions via catenins. The engagement of actin filaments 
results in the stabilization of cadherin clusters and further 
accumulation of new microfilaments to the junctions, as 
well as a dramatic reorganization of microtubules, acto-
myosin complexes and intermediate filaments. These 
reorganizations result in the formation of the defined 
perijunctional acto-myosin ring. Acto-myosin contractility 
of perijunctional cytoskeletal ring further mediates cell 
shape changes towards a cuboidal phenotype and serves to 
signal for the engagement of a variety of regulatory 
molecules, which target TJ proteins to the apical surface. 
Newly established TJs are further stabilized by the 
interactions with the cytoskeleton, resulting in a fully 
polarized epithelial phenotype with distinct apical and 
basolateral membrane compartments (reviewed in (21, 95, 
96)). Importantly, both actin dynamics and acto-myosin 
contractility play critical roles in the formation of AJC. The 
assembly of both AJs and TJs is dependent on continuous 
actin polymerization. Indeed AJ/TJ assembly is 
accompanied by the recruitment of WASP family proteins 
(39, 97) and Arp2/3 complex (97) to the cell-cell contacts, 
and effectively prevented by sequestering of G-actin and 
pharmacological inhibition of N-WASP (97). The 
recruitment and activation of myosin II following E-
cadherin homophilic ligation is thought to be important for 
further accumulation and straightening of E-cadherin 
adhesions presumably by stabilizing actin bundles at sites 
of cell-cell contacts (41, 42, 98). The inhibition of myosin 
II precludes the formation of AJs (42), as well as 
subsequent assembly of TJs and correct positioning of AJC 
within the plasma membrane (42, 97).  
 
7.2. Rho 

More than ten years ago Rho activity was 
demonstrated to be crucial for the formation of AJs, since 
the pharmacological inhibition of Rho with C3 transferase 
prevented Ca++ switch-mediated formation of cadherin-
based adhesions in human keratinocytes (43) and MDCK 
cells (46). Similarly, the assembly of E-cadherin junctions 
was accompanied by Rho activation and further promoted 
by the expression of constitutively-active Rho (99). 
 

One of the mechanisms by which Rho regulates 
the formation of AJs is thought to be the Fyn/Src kinase-
mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of catenins. 
Phosphorylation of catenins results in their recruitment to 
E-cadherin, thus further stimulating cadherin clustering at 
cell-cell contacts ( (99, 100), reviewed in (96)). Another 
potential mechanism responsible for the stimulation of 
cadherin clustering is Rho-mediated activation of myosin II 
through the phosphorylation of RMLC by ROCK. (41, 49). 
Rho has also been proposed to regulate cytoskeleton 
reorganizations and acto-myosin contraction at later stages 
of the AJC assembly following the formation of AJs (21). 
This hypothesis is further supported by the following 
observations. First, myosin II is activated upon the 
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formation of AJs, and acto-myosin contractility is required 
for further establishment of both TJs and apico-basal cell 
polarity (14, 97). Second, the activity of ROCK is critical 
for the assembly of both AJs and TJs (49). 
 
7.3. Rac  

Analogous to Rho, Rac is activated upon the 
homophilic cadherin interaction (53, 101), and Rac activity 
appears to be critical for the formation of stable 
cadherin adhesions ( (43), reviewed in (14) and (96)). 
Rac is commonly accepted to be a regulator of the initial 
cell-cell contact development (14, 102). Rac is known to 
induce lamellipodia and membrane ruffles in fibroblasts 
(33), and is thought to regulate the development of 
lamellipodial extensions following the formation of 
primordial cadherin-based contacts in epithelial cells. 
These lamellipodial protrusions sweep over contacting 
membranes on neighboring cells thereby facilitating 
cadherin interactions between adjacent cells (14, 102, 
103). The above model for the regulation of AJC 
assembly by Rac is further supported by the 
observations that E-cadherin transinteraction recruits 
activated Rac (53, 103) along with Arp2/3 complex 
(104), Ena/VASP (105) and WAVE (39) to the sites of 
cell-cell contacts. The critical roles for both Rho and 
Rac in actin-dependent formation of early AJs have been 
further confirmed by calcium switch experiments in 
human keratinocytes. In these experiments blocking of 
the cadherin function with specific antibodies or the 
inhibition of either Rho, or Rac prevented the 
recruitment of new actin subunits to the peripheral actin 
bundles and stress fibers after Ca++ repletion, and as a 
result, formation of stable E-cadherin-based adhesions 
(43). 

 
The upstream signaling proteins implied in the 

activation of Rac include Rac GEF, Tiam1 (58) and PI3 
kinase (53). Indeed, the overexpression of Tiam1 has been 
shown to increase E-cadherin-based adhesions, resembling 
the effect of constitutively-active Rac (58), and the 
depletion of Tiam1 inhibited the formation of AJs (59). The 
data on the involvement of PI3 kinase in the regulation of 
Rac-mediated assembly of initial cell-cell contacts are 
however controversial. Some studies have demonstrated the 
activation of PI3 kinase upon the formation of E-cadherin-
based adhesions (106). Moreover, the inhibition of PI3 
kinase has been shown to abrogate the activation of Rac 
following its recruitment to E-cadherin contacts (53) and 
further formation of cadherin-based adhesions (107). 
Conversely, other studies have shown that the activity of 
Rac is regulated in PI3 kinase-independent manner during 
the formation of cell-cell adhesions (108), and although 
activated PI3 kinase is enriched at primordial cell-cell 
contacts, the inhibition of PI3 kinase does not affect cell-
cell contact formation (103). The above discrepancies can 
be explained by the fact that the initial phase of 
cadherin-induced Rac1 activation is PI3 kinase-
independent, and only the later ‘contact amplification’ 
phase of Rac activation is PI3 kinase-sensitive (107). 
Therefore in some experimental conditions the former 
pool of activated Rac1 may be sufficient to drive cell-
cell contact growth independently of PI3 kinase (103).  

7.4. Cdc42 
As with Rho and Rac, Cdc42 is activated upon 

the formation of E-cadherin contacts (61, 109), and rapidly 
recruited to cell-cell contacts following the formation of 
junctions in calcium-switch experiments (61). Analogous to 
its ability to induce filopodia in fibroblasts (34, 35), Cdc42 
has been shown to initiate E-cadherin-dependent filopodia 
formation at the sites of cell-cell attachments in epithelial 
cells (109). However, the exact role of these protrusions in 
the regulation of AJC assembly remains elusive. One 
possibility is that filopodia formation complements the 
function of Rac-induced lamellipodia, increasing the 
number of cell-cell contact sites and facilitating the 
recruitment of cadherin molecules to the newly formed 
contacts (110-112). Indeed, the inhibition of Cdc42 
dramatically attenuates the recruitment of F-actin and E-
cadherin to new cell-cell contacts. Conversely, the 
recruitment of both E-cadherin and F-actin is significantly 
facilitated in the cells expressing constitutively-active 
Cdc42, and appears to be N-WASP- and Arp2/3 complex 
dependent (61). Interestingly, the increase in the 
accumulation of F-actin and AJ proteins at cell-cell 
contacts is less pronounced in the cells expressing 
constitutively-active Cdc42, than in cells expressing 
constitutively-active Rac1, even when the expression level 
of Cdc42 is higher than that of Rac. Furthermore, co-
expression of dominant-negative Rac with constitutively-
active Cdc42 does not inhibit the increased accumulation of 
F-actin at cell-cell adhesion sites (62). This suggests that 
Rac and Cdc42 may regulate the accumulation of F-actin at 
cell-cell junctions and E-cadherin-mediated adhesions 
independently. 

 
E-cadherin-mediated activation of Cdc42 is also 

critical for the recruitment and activation of the PAR-aPKC 
cassette to initial cell-cell contacts, resulting in local 
activation of PAR polarity complex, which is essential for 
the formation of TJs, maturation of the AJC and 
establishment of cell polarity ( (113), reviewed in (114)). 
The important role of Cdc42 in the assembly of TJs is 
further supported by the experiments in MDCK cells where 
a partial inhibition of Cdc42 permitted the assembly of AJs, 
but precluded the formation of TJs (112). This indicates 
that differential Cdc42 activity might be required for the 
formation of AJs and TJs, and higher Cdc42 activation is 
necessary for TJ assembly. 

 
Several signaling molecules are implicated in the 

regulation of Cdc42 activity during the formation of AJC. 
PI3 kinase has been shown to induce E-cadherin-mediated 
activation of Cdc42, since pharmacological inhibition of 
PI3 kinase or blocking cadherin adhesive function with 
specific antibodies abolishes Cdc42 activation (109). Src 
family kinases, activated by nectin transinteraction (115) and 
Cdc42-specific GEF Tuba (61) are known to regulate the 
formation of E-cadherin junctions upstream of Cdc42. Of note, 
although Tuba-depleted cells demonstrated a decreased 
accumulation of E-cadherin at cell-cell contacts, the 
recruitment of ZO-1 to cell junctions was not dramatically 
affected (61). This suggests that Tuba-mediated activation of 
Cdc42 is important for the AJ assembly, and the formation 
of TJs is independent of Tuba signaling.  
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Table 1. Upstream activators (highlighted red) and downstream effectors (highlighted blue) of Rho family GTPases that have 
been implicated in the regulation of maintenance, disassembly and assembly of epithelial AJCs 

 Rho Rac Cdc42 
Abl (51) Tiam1 (59, 60) Tuba (61) 
GEF-H1 (52) IQGAP1 (56) IQGAP1 (56) 
ROCK (49)   

Maintenance 

Dia1 (50)   
GEF-H1, ROCK II (47) Ras, PI3 kinase, (85) EGFR, ERK1/2, Src (91) 
 MEK1/2, ERK1/2 (85, 87)  

Disassembly 

 Tiam1 (87)  
ROCK (41, 49)  Abl, Crk (51)  PI3 kinase (109)  
Fyn/Src, PRK2 (99) Tiam1 (58, 122) c-Src, FRG (115)  
 PI3 kinase, IQGAP1 (53)  Tuba, Arp2/3, N-WASP (61) 
 WAVE2, Arp2/3 (39)  PAR6-aPKC (113) 

Assembly 

 PAR6-aPKCζ (122)  
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Three Rho GTPases, Rho, Rac and Cdc42 play a 
critical role in the regulation of epithelial apical junctions. 
Although Rho, Rac and Cdc42 control the AJC 
structure/function by a variety of mechanisms (Table 1, 
Figure 1.), a growing body of experimental evidence 
suggests that most of their dramatic effects on epithelial 
AJC are mediated through the actin cytoskeleton. 
Importantly, different GTPases induce their effects on AJC 
by influencing the cytoskeleton by different mechanisms: 
while Rac and Cdc42 regulate the assembly/disassembly of 
actin filaments, Rho regulates both actin dynamics and 
acto-myosin contractility. Thus, the regulation of AJC by 
Rac and Cdc42 is mediated through the formation of 
membrane protrusions and/or polymerization of 
perijunctional actin, while Rho regulates the AJC by 
controlling both actin polymerization and myosin-mediated 
contractility of the perijunctional actin ring. 

 
Furthermore, all three GTPases function in an 

orchestrated cooperative manner in order to assemble and 
maintain epithelial AJCs. During the formation of AJC, 
Rac and Cdc42 mediate the initial E-cadherin adhesions, 
and target PAR polarity complex to AJCs. Rho further 
stimulates cadherin clustering, stabilizes AJs, and forms the 
perijunctional acto-myosin ring and TJs. In mature AJCs, 
Rac and Cdc42 mediate actin polymerization at cell-cell 
contacts, stabilizing AJs and regulating the tension of the 
apical perijunctional actin ring respectively. Rho regulates 
the stability of both AJs and TJs by maintaining the 
perijunctional acto-myosin ring. Interestingly, in many 
instances AJs and TJs are specifically regulated by different 
GTPases. Indeed, Rac and Cdc42 are preferentially 
involved in the regulation of AJs, while Rho regulates both 
AJs and TJs. 

 
Importantly, similar Rho GTPases-mediated 

signaling cascades may control assembly, disassembly and 
stability of epithelial AJCs through analogous cytoskeleton-
mediated events. Therefore, the fine-tuning of Rho 
GTPases activity levels is critical for mediating either 
assembly, or stabilization, or disassembly of the AJC. For 
example, ROCK-mediated phosphorylation of RMLC is 
critical for the formation of perijunctional acto-myosin ring 
and assembly of both AJs and TJs (49). In mature junctions 
Rho/ROCK signaling controls the gate function of TJs and 

 
maintains the integrity of perijunctional acto-myosin ring 
(49). Inhibition of Rho signaling in confluent epithelial 
cells is known to mediate the disassembly of perijunctional 
actin ring, resulting in destabilization and disruption of 
AJC (46). Similarly, downregulation of Rho in ATP/GTP-
depleted cells (83) results in decreased RMLC 
phosphorylation (84), which induces the disassembly of 
AJCs (44). On the other hand, increased Rho activity 
influences the perijunctional acto-myosin ring, destabilizes 
AJs and induces the disassembly of TJs (45). This scenario 
mimics the disassembly of AJC in Ca++-depleted cells, 
where upregulation of Rho/ROCK-signaling leads to the 
hyperphosphorylation of RMLC and increased acto-myosin 
contractility, thus providing the driving force for the 
disruption of AJCs (47). Since it is almost impossible to 
precisely control the activation status of GTPases in 
experimental conditions, it comes to no surprise that 
different outcomes of Rho GTPase activity on AJC 
structure/function have been reported in the literature.  

 
The spatial and temporal coordination of small 

GTPases is another critical factor for the 
assembly/disassembly and maintenance of epithelial 
junctions. This coordination is mediated by a variety of 
regulators and effectors that provide signaling from the 
AJC to Rho GTPases and back from GTPases to the AJC 
(Table 1). A number of GEFs and GAPs are known to 
interact with AJ/TJ proteins either directly, or through the 
intermediary molecules such as PI3 kinase, and thus 
mediate the targeting and local activation/inhibition of Rho 
GTPases (102, 116). Indeed, during the formation of apical 
AJCs, GTPases are recruited to the cell-cell contacts (53, 
61, 103), and are localized in mature junctions (47, 53, 61). 
Activation/inhibition of Rho GTPases in the wrong place or 
in the wrong time eventually results in the dysregulation of 
the AJC. For example, during the assembly of AJCs 
targeting of Rac to primordial E-cadherin adhesions 
mediates the local formation of lamellipodia, which further 
facilitate cell-cell adhesions (14, 103). In contrast, Rac-
mediated spontaneous induction of basal lamellipodia in 
HGF-treated cells results in a motile cell phenotype (57), 
which is antagonistic to the cadherin-mediated cell-cell 
adhesion (117-119). 

 
The complexity of small GTPase-mediated 

regulation of AJC is further increased by the fact that 
different GTPases are involved in a variety of 
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Figure 1. A schematic model for the regulation of epithelial AJC by Rho family GTPases. (A) Rho signaling pathway: The 
activity of Rho is controlled by GEF-H1 (47, 52) and Abl (51), which mediate the activation and inhibition of Rho respectively. 
Rho is known to activate Fyn/Src kinase via a Rho effector, PRK2 kinase (99). Activated Fyn/Src kinase phosphorylates catenins, 
resulting in their recruitment to E-cadherin, thus stabilizing AJs (99). Rho is also implicated in the regulation of actin 
polymerization via its downstream effector Dia1, and this signaling pathway is believed to be critical for the AJ regulation (50). 
ROCK regulates myosin II activity downstream of Rho by phosphorylating regulatory myosin light chain (RMLC) (41, 47, 49), 
eventuating in the increased acto-myosin contractility, which is critical for the regulation of both AJs and TJs. (B) Rac signaling 
pathway: Both Ras (85) and MAPK (85, 87) signaling have been implicated in the regulation of Rac activity. Rac activity can be 
modulated by Crk kinase downstream of Abl kinases (51), Rac GEF Tiam1 (58, 59, 87, 122) or PI3 kinase (53, 85). Rac is known 
to influence AJs by regulating actin polymerization via WAVE2-Arp2/3 signaling (39). Additionally, Rac is a binding partner for 
IQGAP (53, 56), known to interact with β-catenin and thus destabilize AJs. Activated Rac has been shown to suppress binding of 
IQGAP to β-catenin, thereby stabilizing AJs (56). Rac has also been implicated in the recruitment and activation of the PAR-
aPKC at sites of cell-cell contacts, resulting in the local activation of PAR polarity complex (122). These events play a critical 
role in the regulation of TJs. (C) Cdc42 signaling pathway: Cdc42 activation can be mediated by PI3 kinase (109) and two Cdc42-
specific GEFs: Tuba (61) and FRG (115). The later GEF is activated upon tyrosine phosphorylation by c-Src (115). Cdc42 can 
regulate AJs by controlling E-cadherin degradation through the activation of Src via EGFR signaling. Activated Src 
phosphorylates E-cadherin resulting in its ubiquitination and lysosomal degradation (91). Cdc42 also regulates AJs by controlling 
Arp2/3-dependent actin polymerization via its downstream effector N-WASP (61). Analogous to Rac, Cdc42 has been shown to 
stabilize AJs by binding to IQGAP (56). Cdc42 can also regulate TJs through binding to and activating PAR polarity complex 
(113). 
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interconnected signaling networks within the cell. There is 
an extensive crosstalk between different Rho GTPase 
family members, where one GTPase may act upstream to 
the other (s) in either an activating, or inhibiting manner 
(120). For example, the formation of initial cell-cell 
contacts has been shown to induce the activation of Rac 
and Cdc42 while inhibit the Rho activity (121). 

 
In conclusion, the regulation of the epithelial 

AJC by Rho family small GTPases is a complex and 
integrated process, which requires precise control of their 
activity, as well as their spatial and temporal coordination. 
Further identification of upstream activators and 
downstream effectors of Rho, Rac and Cdc42, and future 
studies designed to elucidate their involvement in the 
assembly, maintenance and disassembly of AJCs will 
provide important insights into the regulation of epithelial 
AJCs in both normal and pathological conditions.  
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